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In so many ways, our holidays are a very 
special kind of fun.
For a start, they’re real adventures that are just for children. They 

get to try amazing activities and laugh with new friends and old, in 

the place that matters most – the great outdoors. 

They gain new experiences and a whole lot of self-confidence.

Challenge themselves.

And yes, enjoy some independence and grow up a bit too.

You’ve got to spread your wings before you 
can fly.
For most, it’s their first time staying away from home and that’s 

what makes aholiday special too.

We understand that taking that first step as a parent can be 

daunting but we know the rewards are worth it.

That’s why we believe ‘adventure matters’ and why we’d love you 

and your children more than ever to join the adventure in 2016.

Mthan just a 
ORe

so  
much
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amazing thing
Georgina, age 10

  The most brilliant, epic,“

I ’ve ever done without my parents.”
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We think it’s important that you know who 
we are and what we’re all about.
We’ve been pioneers of children’s adventure for almost 60 years and 

we set the standards in what we do.

We’ve welcomed thousands of schools, groups, families and children 

to US over the years and given every single person an adventure to 

remember. In fact, last year more than 350,000 children came to our 

centres and that number is growing all the time.

We believe in children and understand just how much adventure 

matters in life. These deeply held values have stayed with us since 

we were founded in 1957 and we don’t intend to change them any 

time soon.

Safety is our number 1 priority.
We always put safety at the heart of everything we do.

We have invested heavily in our adventure centres, to ensure we are 

leading the field with the best quality equipment, activities and safety 

gear you’ll find. We don’t rest on our laurels, constantly developing 

and expanding all of our centres, making sure every area exceeds 

your expectations.

D N AIT’S     IN               OUR You try 
new
things

Emily, age 12

“

and have an 
amazing time 
with your 
friends, groupie 
and activity 
instructors.”
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Unique experiences for every child, every time.
Describing what our holidays consist of isn’t simple. We don’t have a 

clever buzzword to describe it in a nutshell because our formula creates 

unique experiences for every child, every time.

We’ve been perfecting our recipe for a long time and like most good 

things it’s not so secret. It’s all about the things that, as parents, we know 

count for so much – quality, experience, care and common sense. 

Our holidays are all about bringing young children together in small 

groups to socialise, learn from each other and share the adventure.  

Our staple ingredients:
✔  We build high quality, safe, adventure centres, dedicated purely to 

children using only top quality equipment.

✔  We employ a specially trained, motivated and compassionate team 

with specialist activity instructors.

✔  We offer exciting and inventive holidays, with never a dull moment 

from dawn ‘til dusk.

✔  We include almost everything you need in the price.

We believe we have a winning formula, offering terrific outcomes for 

children and reassurance and value for parents. 

s RECIPE
ecret

OUR 
not 
so
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everything I imagined. 
and it was more than

Patrick, age 11

I really looked forward TO IT“

”
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Our holidays and age groups are designed to 
suit every child.
Every year we welcome thousands of children to our adventure 

centres and it’s fair to say, we understand more than most how 

different every child is. 

That’s why we work in small age groups that create good group 

dynamics, but also allow for the youngest or oldest in each age 

range to overlap adjacent age groups, so you can choose what’s 

best suited to your children.

It’s also why we’ve developed almost 30 different holidays to suit 

every interest, passion and personality.

Our age groups:
We keep an extra eye on all our youngest guests but they 

are usually the most reluctant to leave by the end!

We encourage more self-reliance in our busiest age group, 

with the widest choice of holidays.

As you’d expect, our teams allow more freedom but also 

know where to draw the boundaries too.

On our overseas adventures we operate slightly wider 

age groups.

Read on to explore our holidays (p12-41) and centres (p42-63).

y makesearwhat a 
difference a
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and the chance to chill out
and enjoyed the big variety of activities 

Henry, age 10

I had an amazing holiday“

with some friends. ”
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Abseiling
Aeroball
All Aboard
Archery
Ball sports
Beach Walk
BMX
Body Boarding
Bouldering
Canoeing
Cat Walk
Challenge Course
Circus Skills
Climbing
Coastal Walk
Crate Challenge
Cycle Trail
Dragon Boating
Fencing
Forest Trail
Giant Swing
High Ropes
Hike
Jacob’s Ladder
Kayaking
Keel Boats
Kite Flying

Low Ropes
Motorsports
Mountain Biking
Mountain Trail
Nature Trail
Orienteering
Parachute Games
Powerfan
Problem solving
Raft Building
Rifle Shooting
Sailing
Sensory Trail
Sequoia Scramble
Speed Sailing
Street Surfing
Surfing
Survivor 
Swimming
Team Challenge
Team Games
The Matrix
Trapeze
Tree Climb
Tunnel Trail
Vertical Challenge
Zip Wire

The a-z of 
multi activities

A typical week’s action:
SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY

08.30 - Breakfast Breakfast

09.30 - Archery Ball Sports

11.00 - Team Games Rifle Shooting

12.30 - Lunch Lunch

14.00 - Kayaking
Orienteering

15.30 - Quad Bikes*

17.45 Tea Tea Tea

19.00
Evening Ents 

'Icebreakers'
Evening Ents 

‘Splash’
Evening Ents 

‘Talent Show’

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

08.30 Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

09.30
Raft Building

Cat Walk Open Canoes

11.00 Giant Swing

12.30 Lunch Lunch Lunch

14.00 Aeroball Climbing Zip Wire

15.30 High Ropes Abseiling Fencing

17.45 Tea Tea Tea

19.00
Evening Ents 

'Capture the 
Flag'

Evening Ents 
'Campfire'

Evening Ents 

'Passport to the 
World'

FRIDAY SATURDAY

08.30 Breakfast Breakfast

09.30
Jacob's Ladder

-

11.00 -

12.30 Lunch -

14.00 Low Ropes -

15.30 Trapeze -

17.45 Tea -

19.00
Evening Ents 

‘Disco’
-

Then home 
to tell 
friends...

* (not for all centres)

ACTION
ANDADVENTURE

LOVETO
LEARN

OVERSEASADVENTURE

CREATIVEKIDS

MULTIACTIVITY

We offer over 50 different activities across all our centres and we pack in as 
many as possible on every  Multi Activity holiday! The fun doesn’t stop here 
either, we also include a fun-packed evening entertainment programme at 
all of our centres, every day, all year round, whichever holiday you choose.
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MULTI ACTIVITY 7NIGHTS
What’s it all about?
A 7 night Multi Activity holiday is the most popular 
choice amongst our parents and children. 

• It offers a packed programme full of activities to 
suit everyone.

• It’s long enough to get to know new 
friends.

• Our team have more time to get to know 
your children.

• You get to try almost all of our activities at 
every centre.

• It builds independence and confidence.

• Most importantly, it’s so much fun!

What will I do? 
There’s no such thing as a typical day on this 
holiday. In the morning you might be flying down 
the zip wire and by the afternoon you could be 
building rafts or abseiling down a vertical tower! 
Whatever your passion or interest, over seven 
days you will pack in most of the activities each of 
our centres has to offer and come out having had 
fun, shared laughter and tried tonnes of new and 
exciting things.

When can I do this holiday?
You can enjoy a Multi Activity holiday in most of the 
school holiday periods at most of our centres, for 
full details check out our centre pages 42-63. 

Six full days of multi activities

ACTION
AND

ADVENTURE

LOVE
TO

LEARN
OVERSEAS
ADVENTURECREATIVE

KIDS
MULTI
ACTIVITY
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    It was THE

most awesome,
enjoyable adventure packed into a few days!

“
”Ryan, age 12
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great 
facilities 
and 
activities 
in a  

“

eautiful
Mrs WoodB ”setting.

OURCENTRES
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Somewhere to find 
your feet.
Our adventure centres all have their 
different features but have all been 
designed with children in mind. They’re 
filled with purpose-built activities including 
climbing towers, giant swings and zip 
wires! Some are small and homely; others 
are much bigger with acres of outdoor 
space. In fact, they’re in a class of their own!  
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What’s it like?
 Is our biggest and most popular centre set around an
imposing mansion house, with grounds so large it will take you at least
a week to explore them! There’s a massive choice of holidays and 
accommodation, as well as great facilities and a fantastic sports hall. If you 
want non-stop action and to make loads of new friends, then this is the 
place to come!

What facilities are there?
Everything you might need including our brilliant activity barn with its 
superb climbing wall. We’ve also got sports pitches a purpose-built 
dining room and the ‘Mini Moose’ lounge. Our 240 acres of grounds 
include a river, three lakes and a 37ft sandstone cliff for abseiling. 
There are also five zip wires (including one across a lake), abseil 
towers, a high ropes course, Jacob’s ladders, five quad bike tracks, six 
giant swings and more.

Indoor accommodation
The mansion house was built in 1857 and is a rare ‘calendar’ house with 
four main doors, 12 chimneys and 365 windows. There are two floors of 
dorms with 8-14 beds per room and toilets/showers nearby. This is usually 
where the 7-10s and some 10-13s stay. The ‘Tall Timbers’ Lodges in the 
grounds have mainly four or six beds in a room with en-suite showers/
toilets. These are normally for 10-13s and 13-16s. The 13-16s also have their 
own chill out room.

Tents
Our tents stand on hard, ‘all weather’ bases and each has four proper beds. 
All the tents are grouped together in their own area of the site which has its 
own shower and toilet block.

shr
OPs

hIre
13-16 10-13

7-10

13-16

10-13

7-10

13-16

10-13 7-10

Experience our virtual tour online  WHERE IS IT?
About 10 miles from Shrewsbury in the rolling countryside of Shropshire.
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Abseil ing
Aeroball
Alton Towers*
Archery
Ball Sports
Canoeing
Challenge Course
Climbing
Drayton Manor*
Fencing
Giant Swing
High Ropes
Init iative Exercises
Jacob’s Ladder
Kayaking
Low Ropes
Motorsports
Orienteering
Parachute Games
Raft Building
Rifle Shooting
Sensory Trail
Survivor 
Trapeze
Vertical Challenge
Zip Wire

What can I do here?
we offer more activities than 
any of our other adventure 
centres 
in the UK and almost 
everything is on site. There 
are also optional excursions 
to Alton Towers and Drayton 
Manor Park (additional 
supplement) see page 69 
for more information.

FAST FACTS
Our biggest centre 
Widest choice of 
holidays
240 acres to explore

    Beth had a fantastic time 
and would return in a heartbeat “ ”

Mrs Holmes
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What’s it like?
There are 45 acres of grounds packed with activities so everything is just a
short walk away. As well as recently constructed accommodation, dining
room and sports hall, there are over 20 activities all situated on-site! It’s 
great for all ages and there’s a wide range of holidays to choose from.

What facilities are there?
Our fantastic sports and activity hall offers great indoor activities. For 13-16 
year olds there’s a chill-out room with TV, CD player and pool table – a 
great place to relax with your friends. This is our only centre that has our 
unique Powerfan activity. It also has a recently built lake on-site for raft 
building and kayaking. If that’s not enough, adrenaline junkies can test 
their nerves (and stomach!) on the awesome rides at Thorpe Park. See 
page 69 for more information (additional supplement).

Indoor accommodation
Our fantastic accommodation blocks sleep six in each room and all 
are en-suite. Younger age groups are normally accommodated in our 
adjoining annexe, Bethany House, which has en-suite, six or eight 
bedded rooms. It’s a couple of minutes walk within the grounds with its 
own dining room, shop and separate chill out room away from our older 
guests.

Sur
rey
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7-10

13-16

10-13
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10-13 7-10

Experience our virtual tour online  WHERE IS IT?
It’s our closest centre 

to London, near 
Hindhead in Surrey.
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Abseil ing
Aeroball
Archery
Ball Sports
Challenge Course
Climbing
Fencing
Forest Trail
Giant Swing
Jacob’s Ladder
Kayaking
Low Ropes Course
Motorsports
Orienteering
Powerfan
Problem Solving 
Raft Building
Rifle Shooting 
Survivor
Thorpe Park*
Trapeze
Zip Wire

What can I do here?
In the grounds there are 
three abseil towers, three 
zip wires, two low ropes 
courses, two challenge 
courses, three trapezes 
as well as a giant swing, 
motorsports track, archery 
range and a huge multi 
activity tower.

FAST FACTS
Home of the amazing 
Powerfan!
Over 20 activities   
all on-site
Woodland setting 
on the edge of the 
‘Devil’s Punchbowl’
Close to London

    A pretty, rural setting with good accommodation and

plenty of space to have fun“ ”
Mrs Harris
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What’s it like?
Opened in 2010, this centre is like nothing you’ve seen before!
Formerly a four star hotel, and with a brand new accommodation
block, we offer a unique adventure centre experience. There are over 
150 acres of grounds to accommodate the latest and greatest range 
of activities! Plus, with a site that’s this big and packed with activities, 
there’ll never be a dull moment. So what are you waiting for? Come 
and try out our newest, exciting centre!

What facilities are there?
With so many activity bases all on-site, you’ll need at least a week 
here just to get round them all! As well as over 20 different activities, 
is also one of only a few centres to have a tunnel trail and also has 
several flexible indoor spaces, so whatever the weather you’ll 
always have something to do!

Indoor accommodation
This centre offers fantastic, modern, comfortable accommodation. All 
the rooms are en-suite and sleep a maximum of six. Accommodation 
is either in the main building, built around spacious outdoor 
courtyards or in our brand new accommodation block nearby. 

Wil
tsh

ire
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Experience our virtual tour online  WHERE IS IT?
In a superb rural 
location, whilst still 
only being minutes 
from Junction 15 off 
the M4 in Wiltshire.
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Abseil ing Aeroball
Archery
Ball Sports
Canoeing
CHALLENGE COURSE
Climbing
Crate Challenge
Fencing
Giant Swing
Jacob’s Ladder
Mountain Bik ing
Orienteering
PROBLEM SOLVING
Quad Bik ing
Raft Building
Sensory Trail
Survivor
Trapeze
TREE TOP TRAIL
Tunnel Trail
Vertical Challenge
Zip Wire

What can I do here?
The 150 acre site has 
landscaped lakes for water-
based activities, a floodlit 
all-weather sports pitch and 
11 full size football pitches!

FAST FACTS
Our newest and 
most modern centre
Hotel-style design 
and facilities
150 acres of 
beautiful grounds

    Superb facilities
       in an outstanding location      

“
”

Mrs Heap
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What’s it like?
This is a fantastic centre with everything you could
possibly need to make your holiday perfect. With 65 acres of
grounds surrounding a huge mansion house there are loads of great 
facilities and even more brilliant activities than ever! We’ve also 
improved it further with additional lodge accommodation, a purpose-
built dining room, archery range, tunnel trail and another on-site lake. 
There is also a floodlit mini-football pitch, an indoor rifle range, a shop 
and chill-out zone.

What’s the accommodation like?
Two to six bedded en-suite lodges were built in 2009 and added to in 
2010. We also have refurbished four to eight bedded bedded rooms 
in modern blocks – all of which are in the grounds of the main house, 
and ‘The Vales’ four bedded en-suite rooms.

Tents
This has a modern tented village. Sited on rubber matting with 
proper beds, each tent sleeps up to five and has easy access to 
nearby modern shower and toilet blocks.

Linc
oln

shir
e
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Experience our virtual tour online  WHERE IS IT?
Set in beautiful rural 
Lincolnshire, not far 
from Sherwood Forest 

and just a few miles 

from Grantham.
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Abseil ing
Aeroball
All Aboard
Archery
Challenge Course
Climbing
Fencing
Giant Swing
High Ropes
Jacob’s Ladder
Kayaking
Low Ropes
Motorsports
Orienteering
Problem Solving
Raft Building
Indoor Rifle Range
Sensory Trail
Survivor
Team Games
Tunnel Trail
Trapeze
Vertical Challenge
Zip Wire

What can I do here?
There’s a fantastic lake 
especially for watersports 
and also a completely 
refurbished sports hall. 
We’ve also built a wide 
range of activity areas in the 
grounds of the main house 
including one of the best 
high ropes courses 

FAST FACTS
Home of  
Motorsports Pro!
Fantastic on-site 
activities 
All rooms are          
en-suite
Wide range of 
facilities

    Friendly, welcoming, 
 fun packed where i knew

        my son would have heaps of fun     
“

”Mrs Bowler
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What’s it like?
Set in 48 acres of woodland on the banks of Wootton Creek, and with
log cabin style accommodation, it would be easy to confuse 
it with the country from which it draws inspiration. Locations don’t 
come much better than this and we also have private access direct 
to the water from our seafront. There are loads of different activities 
to try on land and on the water or if you really want to make the best 
of this location then why not try our Wet & Wild holiday (see page 
20).

What facilities are there?
We have a fantastic range of activities including high and low ropes 
courses, abseiling towers, an archery range, giant swing and our very 
own creek for dragon boating and other watersports. We also use 
the beach, just a short walk away, for canoeing, kayaking and many 
of the activities on the Wet & Wild holiday. There are also two 10m 
climbing and abseiling walls, an indoor swimming pool, sports hall, 
tunnel trail and the mysterious Matrix.

What’s the accommodation like?
Many of our log cabins have recently been updated and refurbished. 
Most rooms sleep four to six and have their own bathroom. The 
cabins are grouped together in small villages. 7-10s usually stay in our 
cosy Woodland House, situated in the grounds with en-suite rooms.

Isle
 of

 W
ight
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Experience our virtual tour online  

WHERE IS IT?
On the Isle of Wight 
just a few minutes’ 
drive from the regular 

Fishbourne Ferry. For 

more information on 

travel see our travel 
options in our Parent 

Guide.
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Abseil ing
Aeroball
Archery
Canoeing†

Coastal Walk
Circus Skills
Climbing
Dragon Boating†

Fencing
Giant Swing
Jacob’s Ladder
Kayaking†

Low Ropes
Motorsports
Nature Trail
Orienteering
Problem Solving
Sail ing
Sensory Trail
Swimming
The Matrix
Trapeze
Tunnel Trail
Z ip Wire

What can I do here?
Woodland, beach, sea – 
really does have it all 
along with this 
fantastic mix of on land and 
water-based activities!

FAST FACTS
Home of
Wet & Wild
Fantastic               
creek-side location
Indoor swimming 
pool
Wide range of 
facilities

    It was an absolutely 
incredible holiday, 
  and i can’t wait to go  
      again next year!                 

“
”Jordan, age 14
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What’s it like?
It is set in 45 acres of grounds with its own access
to a beautiful pebble beach and cliff top views. The first thing
you’ll notice is the huge ropes course with its zip wire and the 
stunning views of Weymouth and Portland. This is one of our 
biggest centres with superb facilities, great watersports and other 
activities. With a great range of holidays to choose from and 
suitable for all age groups, this is a popular centre for both first 
time and repeat guests.

What facilities are there?
Along with the fantastic outdoor facilities, it has great indoor 
facilities including climbing walls, a large sports hall and an 
immense activity zone. Watersports take place just a short coach 
journey away on the nearby Isle of Portland, at the facility where 
the 2012 Olympic sailing events were held. It is also home to our 
Xtreme Adventure holiday! See page 23.

What’s the accommodation like?
Accommodation is in comfortable four-six bed chalets, all with 
en-suite bathrooms. The chalets have a fantastic position on  
the side of the hill and many have amazing views of the sea  
and coastline.

Dor
set
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Experience our virtual tour online  
WHERE IS IT?
Situated right by the 
sea, in the heart of 
the Dorset World 
Heritage site, the 
‘Jurassic Coast’ just 
outside Weymouth.

Comfy cabins, stunning scenery
and thrilling adventures!
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Abseil ing
Aeroball
Archery
Beach Walk
Climbing
Dragon Boating†

Fencing
Giant Swing
Hike
Jacob’s Ladder
Kayaking†

Keel Boats†

Low Ropes
Motorsports
Mountain Bik ing
Orienteering
Raft Building
Rifle Shooting
Sensory Trail
Street Surfing
Survivor
team games
Trapeze
Tunnel Trail
Z ip Wire

What can I do here?
There are great outdoor 
activities including ropes 
courses, abseiling towers 
and an underground 
tunnel trail. Plus an activity 
exclusive to– the chance 
to sail a keel boat!

FAST FACTS
Sea views over 
Weymouth 
Private pebble    
beach
Watersports at       
the 2012 Olympic 
venue!

    Comfy cabins, stunning scenery 
and thrilling adventures!

“
”

Mrs Bailey
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What’s it like?
This impressive Grade II listed mansion house is set in the beautiful
countryside of the Sussex Downs. In 2009, the centre underwent a £7
million investment and offers purpose-built lodge accommodation and 
activity bases as well as a large indoor sports hall. All the activities are 
on-site and within easy reach of the main buildings, giving the centre 
a cosy and friendly atmosphere. However with 21 acres of grounds to 
explore there’s always the feeling of space so you can have lots of fun.

What facilities are there?
A fantastic range of state-of-the-art activity bases are all available 
on-site. Also offers an amazing purpose-built BMX track, which 
provides plenty of challenging rides even for the experienced! It is 
home to a large multipurpose sports hall, sports pitches for ball 
sports and lakes for raft building. Plus it has its very own outdoor 
heated swimming pool (open May-September). There is also a 
recreation area called ‘The Loft’ for you to take advantage of, which 
includes a shop and social area.

What’s the accommodation like?
Accommodation is in modern purpose-built lodges which offer five or 
six bedded en-suite rooms. The lodges are arranged in quads to create 
a homely ‘village’ feel and all the accommodation is in the grounds of 
the main house.

Sus
sex
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Experience our virtual tour online  

WHERE IS IT?
Near Hailsham, East 

Sussex, only two 
hours from central 
London, 45 minutes 
from Brighton and 
one hour from the 
Channel Tunnel.
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Abseil ing
Aeroball
All Aboard
Archery
Ball Sports
BMX Bik ing
Canoeing
Challenge Course
Climbing
Giant Swing
Jacob’s Ladder
Orienteering
Problem Solving
Raft Building
Rifle Shooting
Sensory Trail
Swimming*
Trapeze
Tunnel Trail
Z ip Wire

What can I do here?
Set in 21 acres of grounds, 
It  is packed with firm 
favourites, such as a giant 
swing and climbing. We 
also offers an amazing 
BMX track and an outdoor 
swimming pool.

FAST FACTS
Home to our   
amazing BMX    
track!
Outdoor heated 
swimming pool
Latest and greatest 
activities
New lodge 
accommodation

*Outdoor pool open from 
May-September.

     As a parent, i feel like I’ve given my children 
some precious new childhood memories.
              And i plan to do it again next year       
“

”Mrs Quick
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What to bring
It’s important you read your welcome pack which 
you can download from MyPGL as it contains lots 
of useful information, including a detailed list of 
what to bring.
Key items:
✔  Personal clothing
✔  Footwear
✔  Wash kit
✔  Towels
✔  Swim suit

Mobile phones
We recognise that most parents value their children 
having a mobile phone with them on their holiday. 
We are happy for children to have a phone and 
to use them in situations where practical and safe 
to do so. They can also be handed in to our staff 
for safe-keeping. We cannot accept responsibility 
for any loss of or damage to such devices and 
we advise that you have adequate mobile phone 
insurance cover in place. Misuse of mobile devices, 
viewing or sharing inappropriate material, abuse 
of social media and any conduct that could be 
deemed as bullying (including theft or damage to 
others property) could result in your child being sent 
home from their holiday.

Medical & emergency details
When you book, we need to know some 
important personal information about your 
children and we will always treat this sensitively 
and respect confidentiality. This includes (but is not 
limited to):
• Personal details – age, date of birth etc.
• Relevant medical history/issues, including 

disabilities and behavioural conditions 
• Dietary requirements/preferences
• Swimming ability
• Any other factors that might impact on the 

success of the holiday, or safety of your child 
and others whilst on holiday. 

We are able to support children requiring regular 
medication that can be self-administered. We 
do need to know details and you will need 
to complete a form of instruction that will be 
provided and bring this along with you on arrival. 

We use specific small group staffing ratios and 
specialist equipment, to ensure all our care 
standards are upheld and to be as inclusive 
as possible, in the settings we operate in. Our 
holidays also require a minimum level of self-
reliance. Therefore, it’s important to note that 
we are not able to accommodate children in all 

circumstances. This would typically be where 
a child’s needs require a staffing level beyond 
those we work to, or the use of equipment, 
qualifications and facilities that our settings are 
not reasonably able to provide.

Passports & documentation 
For overseas holidays, please note that it is your 
responsibility to ensure that your child has his/her 
own passport that is in date for the required travel 
destination and (if necessary) visa documentation.

Swimming
Our watersports activities require a level of ‘water 
confidence’, which is defined as:
• Ability to duck under water
• Confidently swim 15 metres in a life jacket or 

buoyancy aid without signs of panic

Rooming requests
Please note that our sleeping arrangements both 
in the UK and on overseas holidays are single sex. 
It is not possible for brothers and sisters to share 
accommodation. Where possible we will always 
try to accommodate rooming requests where 
children are of the same sex, age group and on 
the same holiday but they cannot be guaranteed.

Off-site activities & excursions
The majority of our activities take place on centre, 
apart from a small selection of our specialist 
holidays with booked excursions or occasionally 
when we take older children off site for evening 
‘ents’. Where settings allow, the group will remain 
together with an accompanying adult, but where 
this is not possible, children will be in small groups 
of no less than three and our staff will remain in 
designated contact/meeting points. 

Catering
We work with leading catering organisations to 
ensure our food is the best. A vegetarian option is 
always available, and we can accommodate most 
special dietary requirements. Please see a sample 
menu on our website.

Sensible bedtimes
Even the fittest children feel tired after a full day of 
activities, so we try to insist on sensible bedtimes 
for your child’s age range to ensure a good night’s 
sleep. Please go online for our bedtimes for the 
different age groups.

Night time supervision
Once ‘lights out’ has been called at our UK centres, 
our night duty staff take over. They reassure 
anxious, encourage the high spirited to settle and 

continue their vigil until all is quiet. Bedroom doors 
are locked but can be opened from the inside. 
Night time staff are accommodated close by and 
can be contacted at any time.

Discipline & responsibility
Living alongside and mixing with other children is a 
valuable part of the holiday experience and we try 
to ensure that no one feels left out. We keep a close 
eye and will act on possible bullying or any other 
anti-social behaviour. Our experience over many 
years means that this is rarely a problem but please 
tell your children if they feel picked on, they should 
inform their group leader or any other member of 
staff immediately. When necessary we will be firm 
with children who are jeopardising the enjoyment 
of others and will not tolerate any such behaviour. 
If problem behaviour is persistent or serious, we 
will contact the parent or guardians concerned to 
decide on further action. No refunds are considered 
for any child sent home for behavioural reasons. 
Please ensure you visit our website ‘parent 
guide’ and read our terms and conditions – ‘your 
responsibility’ for full details.

Smoking & alcohol
Consumption of alcohol by guests is banned on 
any  holiday, whether on site or off-site in the UK 
and abroad, even if local law might allow for 
some ages. 

Smoking is strongly discouraged but bans have 
previously resulted in unauthorised smoking in 
dangerous areas, so we only allow it strictly for 16 
or 17 year olds with prior parental consent and in 
designated safe ‘smoking areas’ away from other 
guests.

Breaking either policy is a serious issue for which 
any guest concerned would be sent home at their 
parent/guardians expense, without a refund.

Contacting your child
For some children, being away from home may 
initially be disconcerting. This is natural and to be 
expected. Our staff are fully trained in the sensitive 
skill of identifying and dealing with children’s 
concerns and worries. You will be able to call the 
centre directly during your child’s holiday and 
arrange to speak to them or we can pass on 
any messages. We do ask you to try not to call 
the centre excessively to speak to your child, as 
particularly during the day they will out participating 
in activities therefore making it difficult to arrange 
contact or relay messages. 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
✔ Pocket money
✔ Bedding (£22 to hire)
✔ Label all clothing so

it’s easier to track 
down should it get lost

Email: info@euroice.net www.euroice.net 



 

wish“

Mr Gilbourne

I could have gone
when I was their age! ”
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